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Abstract—Recently semantic web services represent the most technology developed for machine to machine interaction. The problem of discovering and selecting the most suitable web service represents a challenge for semantic web services. In this paper performance evaluation of mapping algorithm from web services annotations (WSDL) to semantic annotations (OWL-S) based on ontology search engine is presented. During mapping process primitive type remains without change. The complex type are converted to OWL ontology by extracted them and passing to ontology search and standardization process without need of conversion into temporary ontology. The keywords extracted in the linguistic phase and then are extended using WordNet. The mapping algorithm and its modification are implemented in Java and evaluated by 310 test WSDL. The output results of two algorithms are identical. But the proposed modified algorithm is faster than mapping algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Semantic web services are a new paradigm for distributed computing [1]. Semantic services are a component of the semantic web. Semantic web uses mark-up that makes data machine-readable. Using semantic web, computers will be able to search, process, integrate and present the content of resources in a meaningful manner [2]. Semantic web services provides Internet that enables one application running on the home computer searches, selects and invokes web services. Web service architecture includes three roles, service provider, service registry and service consumer [3]. The Web Services Description Language (WSDL) is an XML language for describing traditional web services [4]. WSDL can be seen as an interface definition language, defines the interface of the service in terms of its inputs and outputs. WSDL tells the client how to invoke the service, the location of the service, the protocol to be used for invocation, and the format of the messages to be sent to the service. Negotiation process based on Service Level agreement (SLA) between requester and provider must be executed to select the best service [5]. The semantic web allows the representation and exchange of information in a meaningful way, facilitating automated processing of descriptions on the web [6-8]. Annotations on the semantic web express links between information re-sources on the web and connect information resources to formal terminologies; these connective structures are called ontologies [9]. Ontology is a formal specification of a shared conceptualization. The main thread of ontology is the study of entities and their relations.

Semantic web service life cycle consists of Advertisement, Discovery, Selection, Composition and Invocation. In the “Advertisement”, the service provider publishes the benefits of the service and how to use it [10]. In the “Discovery” the list of available services that satisfy the user query is defined. The “Selection” selects the most suitable web service. The “Composition” process integrates the selected web services into a compound service. In the last step single or compound service is invoked based on preconditions and all the inputs. The OWL-S is the most important semantic web service description language that developed by W3C organization. OWL language describes the properties and functions of Web service ontology. OWL-S use three types of ontology to describe services: services profile, service model, and service grounding. The mapping algorithm [11], is used to converting the web services annotations (WSDL) to semantic annotations (OWL-S). The mapping algorithm is modified to decrease the execution time of algorithm. There are two types of WSDL, the first is primitive type remains without change during mapping. But the other type is complex type that is converted to OWL ontology. The modification is no need conversion into temporary ontology during extract complex type process. The mapping algorithm and proposed modification are implemented and tested with 310 WSDL files that included in OWLS-TC. The output results of mapping algorithm and our modification are the same. But our proposed modification is faster. Both algorithms still use the minimum number of concepts compared to the related work. The organization of this paper as following, section 2 gives an overview about related work of mapping WSDL to OWL-S. In section 3 the description of mapping from WSDL to OWL-S based on ontology search and standardization engine is presented in details. The proposed modification of the mapping from WSDL to OWL-S based on ontology search and standardization engine is described in section 4. Implementation and experimental results of mapping algorithm and modified mapping algorithm are presented in sections 5. Finally, some conclusions and future work are put forward in Section 6.

II. RELATED WORK

Much research work has been done in mapping WSDL to OWL-S [13-17]. In [13] introduce a mapping tool named Automated Semantic Service Annotation with Machine Learning (ASSAM). ASSAM converts the WSDL file to OWL-S file. ASSAM tool has the many
limitations. ASSAM main topic is machine learning for web service classification. The tool doesn’t provide organization for ontologies used. This leads to a large number of concepts. The process of finding the possible list of concepts doesn’t depend on the meaning. It depends on text search. List of possible concepts provides for user to choose are not ranked by importance. In [14] conversion from WSDL to OWL-S is done for web service annotation framework. It annotates WSDL descriptions of the services with metadata from relevant ontologies. First it matches concepts of WSDL and OWL. This framework proposes to bridge the gap by converting each of them to a common representation called schema Graph. A schema Graph is simply a graph or tree representation of the XML. Once the schema Graphs have been created, matching algorithms are executed on the graphs in order to determine similarities. Concepts of the schema graph are matched; the concept that has the highest matching score is the best mapping choice. In [15] WSDL2OWL-S provides a transition between WSDL and OWL-S. In this work, conversion of all XSD complex types and generate concepts and properties for each type. This is a blind conversion of XSD types to concepts. Also, there is no dependency or relations between these concepts. Using this way for conversion, a lot of concepts will be used and semantic web meaning will be missed. In [16] semantic web service discovery using natural language processing techniques has introduced. Only it is match processing between user needs and semantic web service description in Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO) formalism.

III. MAPPING FROM WSDL TO OWL-S BASED ON ONTOLOGY SEARCH ENGINE

The solution of the large unrelated concepts set problem is proposed in mapping algorithm [11]. The Local Ontology Repository (LOR) and Ontology Search and Standardization Engine (OSSE) model are used to solving this problem. Description of mapping algorithm, types converter, local ontology repository, and ontology search and standardization engine will be in the following subsections.

A. Mapping algorithm

Mapping algorithm maps WSDL to OWL-S. OWL-S concentrates on the description of functional and non-functional properties of semantic web service. WSDL contains types, operations input and output, service name and binding. WSDL Type must be converted to ontology. Inputs and outputs of WSDL are mapping to input and output in OWL-S. Service name in WSDL became the service name of OWL-S. The mapping algorithm has two phases; automated phase and manual phase. Steps of mapping algorithm are described in Fig. 1. Automated phase parses WSDL service file and extract information fill the required properties that construct the service profile of OWL-S. WSDL does not contain all data required to build OWL-S especially non-functional data. In the manual phase, the results of automated phase are presented to service provider and select most related ontology concepts for each data type.

| Input: WSDL file |
| Output: Service profile file (OWL-S) |
| First: automatic phase |
| 1. Conversion of WSDL XSD types to OWL ontology. |
| 2. Extract service name and description. |
| 3. Extract service inputs and outputs. |
| 4. Service provider make choice and accept one result |
| Second: Manual phase |
| 5. Add service preconditions and effects. |
| 6. Add service non-functional properties. |
| 7. Create service profile file (part of OWL-S) |

Fig. 1. Mapping Algorithm of WSDL to OWL-S Service Profile.

B. Types converter

WSDL types conversions is the most important step in mapping algorithm, typically XSD types There are two XSD types: primitive (simple) XSD types and complex XSD types. The simple XSD is converted to OWL-S as it is. But the complex one is translated into OWL ontology concepts using type converter in [13]. This method for XSD type’s converter generates concepts that are totally unrelated. The generated ontologies with this method lead to missing the meaning of semantic web and ontology. In [11] the author introduce the method based on LOR and OSSE. LOR is a repository designed for storing ontologies, concepts, properties and relationships. OSSE engine searches in LOR for related ontology to find a ranked list of the most related ontologies that already exist. Then, ask the service provider to choose the most suitable ontology concept. If the service provider does not accept any of the already existing ontologies, the system adds this type as a new concept to LOR and relate it to existing ontologies. Then, provide it to the provider as the most related ontology. Type’s converter converts WSDL XSD type to related OWL ontology. Steps of types converter described in Fig. 2. The XSD types are extracted one by one from the WSDL file. The first question is “Is this primitive or complex type?”. If it is primitive the conversion process does not work and keeps it as it is. On the other hand, if it is a complex type the converter starts a process to find the most suitable OWL ontology. In some rare cases, OSSE fails to find any related ontologies. In this case, the system inserts the temporary ontology to the local ontology repository using the insertion methodology into LOR.

C. Local ontology repository

The main challenge that prevents the semantic web from achieving its goals is the problem of standardization. Standardization is the problem of creating related ontology with truly reasoning. The key point of any standardization research is how to use the ontology concept to define different data types in the system. In 2004, OWL becomes W3C official language [18].
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Many projects focus on how to collect the largest number of ontologies to construct some ontology libraries. Swoogle can be considered as the best repository for online ontologies as it has catalogued over 10,000 semantic web documents and has indexed metadata about their classes, properties, and the relationships among them. In general, there is a drawback of Swoogle which is; the absence of any clear methodology of how to insert a new ontology into the library or how to update the structure of the already existing ontologies. The reasons of construction of LOR are standardization, definition of methodology of insertion and overcoming the problem of unrelated ontology of the ASSAM [13]. LOR is built based on the object-oriented paradigm which can be considered as one of the most remarkable approaches to describe the ontologies [19-20]. Repository structure as shown in Fig. 3 contains tables for concepts, properties, relations ships and other statistics. LOR uses ontology relations and keywords statistics in OSSE for ontology searching. Searching using OSSE depends on structure search and linguistic search (keywords search). The main target of inserting a new ontology to the repository is to collect two types of data: Data concerning the logical structure and Keywords relevant to the new ontology. These two types of data are used by OSSE. After collecting the required data, they are saved into the repository file and database system. The inserting methodology structure is shown in Fig. 4. Two concurrent processes collect these two types of data: the first process is called "Structure Extraction", during this process, data concerning ontology concepts (classes), properties and relationships are collected. The second process is called "Keywords Extraction" where text-mining techniques will be used to extract the keywords from the whole OWL file. This process consists of five steps:

1) Tokenization: is the process of splitting the text into very simple tokens such as numbers, punctuation and words of different types. In this context, we concentrate on word tokens only.

2) Lemmatization: is the process of reducing inflectional forms or process of reducing word to a common base form.

3) Removing stop words: is the process of removing the extremely common words which are called "stop words" such as (a, an, am, will, he, she, their, … etc).

4) Then, removing any word that appears in the keywords list of the languages used to write the ontology which contains words such as XSD, OWL, RDF, and RDFS.

5) Finally, the term frequency (TF) computed for each word in the list.

D. Ontology Search and Standardization Engine

The main challenge that faces the development of semantic web is the problem of ontology standardization. OSSE engine developed for standardization. OSSE model has three phases; linguistic search, structural refining and statistical ranking. The input is a required concept with certain features (properties) and the output is an ordered
list of possible related ontologies. The concept request is formalized in the form of a temporary OWL ontology that contains one concept with many properties.

1) Linguistic search

OSSE uses the text mining techniques and keywords extraction, to extract the most important keywords in the concept request. Steps of linguistic search are described in Fig. 5. This list of keywords (and its related words) is used to search in the local ontology repository to get a list of possible related ontologies. The list of ontologies is arranged based on the keywords in terms of term frequency. For each ontology; the summation of term frequency values of each keyword that belongs to the concept request keywords list and belongs to the ontology at the same time is computed. In some cases, OSSE fails to find any related ontology in the local repository. Therefore, it asks Swoogle for help to find some OWL related ontologies. If there are results for this search, OSSE downloads the top five ontologies. If the service provider accepts any of these downloaded ontologies, the system automatically inserts this ontology to the local ontology repository using the inserting methodology. It is important to note that the inserting process is performed after finishing the process of choosing the suitable concept. In some rare cases, searching in Swoogle returns no results. In this case, OSSE inserts the temporary ontology into the local repository using the inserting methodology.

```
Input: ordered ontology list
Output: reordered ontology list
For each ontology in ordered ontology list do
  If there is identical concept then
    Return ontology list
  Else
    If there is identical super concept then
      Return ontology list
    Else
      If there is identical sub concept then
        Return ontology list
      Else
        Eliminate from list
    End If
  End If
End If
```

Fig. 6. Structural Refining

2) Structural refining

Structural refining is the second phase in OSSE. It refines the list that is produced by the linguistic search. This refining is performed by using each ontology searching in the list to find any concept related to the required concept. If OSSE does not find any related concept in a particular ontology, this ontology is deleted from the possible ontologies list. If all ontologies in related ontology lists are deleted, the system adds the temporary ontology as the gotten ontology. Structural refining described in Fig. 6. Structure refining phase interested in ordering related ontologies according to concepts relationships.

3) Statistical refining

The choices of the service provider are stored in the "Concepts Mapping History" database. These data are used by OSSE to re-rank the possible ontology list. If there are two ontologies with the same rank in the previous step, OSSE uses this historical data to know the most preferred ontologies for the services providers. Statistical refining phase is described in Fig. 7.

```
Input: reordered ontology list
Output: ordered ontology list
Get history reordering ontologies from previous concepts mapping history.
Order ontology list according to this history.
```

Fig. 7. Statistical Ranking

After these three steps, OSSE has an ordered possible ontologies list for the concept request. This list is presented to the service provider, who chooses the most suitable ontology from his point of view. OSSE has three main features that should be tested. The first one is its capability to find the matched ontology for an already existing concept. Second one is its ability to access Swoogle web service to download suitable ontologies for a requested concept that does not belong to the local
repository. Third one is its ability to extract the suitable concept-to-concept relationships. Three experiments are designed to test these features:

**Experiment 1:**
Goal: Test the linguistic search step of OSSE.
Request for “Car” element as a concept (without creating temp ontology).

**Procedure:**
1. As we have keyword(s) extend these keywords using WordNet ➔ auto, automobile, machine, motorcar, gondola, rail car.
2. Search "local ontology Repository".
**Results:** The search yields a list of six possible related ontologies.

**Experiment 2:**
Goal: Test the usage of external search, i.e. Swoogle web service to download required ontologies.
Preparations: before starting this experiment we delete the six related ontologies for the concept "Car"

**Procedure:**
1. Request for "Car" element as a concept (without creating temp ontology).
2. As we have keyword(s) extend these keywords using WordNet ➔ auto, automobile, machine, motorcar, gondola, rail car.
3. Search "local ontology Repository".
**Results:** The search yields no results. So, OSSE uses Swoogle to download the top five ontologies.
The URL of the top ontology is http://morpheus.cs.umbc.edu/aks1/ontosem.owl

**Experiment 3:**
Goal: Test the ability of OSSE to extract the suitable concept-to-concept relationships.

**Procedure:**
1. Request for "Address" element as a concept that has properties country, city, street, and building (without creating temp ontology).
2. As we have keyword(s) extend these keywords using WordNet ➔ address, destination, country, state, nation, area, city, metropolis, urban, street, building, edifice, construction.
3. Search "local ontology Repository".
4. Perform the structural refining

**Results:**
- OSSE linguistic search yields a list to 19 possible related ontologies.
- After structural refining this list contains only 7 ranked ontologies and the top ranked ontology is (portal. owl)
- By manual check this ontology has a concept called “address” and has 9 properties (Area, building, city-or-village, country, number, postcode, pretty-label, region and street).

**IV. PROPOSED MODIFICATION**
The proposed modification is concerning to types converter of the mapping algorithm in [11]. After checking of WSDL complex types, extracted type and its properties without creating temporary ontology with one concept and many properties can be used. Proposed modification is described in Fig. 8. Modification of types converter will reflect in modification of OSSE model first phase which is linguistic search. Modification of Linguistic search is clarified in Fig. 9. Modification in this phase of search reduces time spends on creating temporary ontology, extracting concept and its properties from this OWL file.

**V. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**
The mapping algorithm based OSSE and proposed modification of mapping algorithm based OSSE are implemented by using java programming, under windows 7, running on Intel core i3 M330 2.13GHz. OWL ontology files stored on a file system. Relationships of concepts stored in a database designed for this purpose. For testing purposes, we use some of WSDL files to evaluate modification results. These WSDL files belongs to OWLS-TC [11], used in studying the behavior of
mapping algorithm and modified mapping algorithm. For preliminary results we validate the modified mapping algorithm by using 310 WSDL files which are included in OWLS-TC. The complete conversion of 310 WSDL to OWL-S was done automatically. But we record 31 measurement for complete conversion, where the sequence of our measurements are (10, 20, 30 . . . 310).

Fig. 10. Input WSDL file in both cases (hotel service)

By using the same WSDL input file for mapping algorithm based OSSE and modified mapping algorithm shown in Fig. 10. We present one of these WSDL files (HotelService.wsdl). The function of this service is to get hotel. We get the output file for each case before modification (mapping algorithm) and after modification (modified mapping algorithm) as shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 respectively. We find that the output is similar in both cases. Fig. 13 shows the comparison between WSDL2OWL-S tool [15] and the modified mapping algorithm. Fig. 13 presents number of concepts used in each number of services. We notice that number of concepts increased in both cases of modified algorithm and WSDL2OWL-S. But number of concepts increased with high rate in WSDL2OWL-S. For example, in case of related concepts, this means no attention about relationships between the added concepts and the already existing. Adding unrelated concepts lead to the main drawback of mapping mechanism of discovery process. So during discovery process, matching becomes faster and accurate when number of concepts decreased and related in a meaningful way. So our modification and original mapping algorithm based on OSSE are using minimum number of concepts compared to WSDL2OWL-S.

Also, we evaluate modified algorithm by computing execution time spend in mapping algorithm and modified mapping algorithm. For preliminary results we use 25 WSDL file that included in OWLS-TC. Then average time spends in mapping algorithm and modified mapping algorithm is recorded for each file. Average time for mapping algorithm and modified mapping algorithm is clarified in Fig. 14. For example in WSDL file 15, average time for mapping algorithm 900 milliseconds.

And in case of modified mapping algorithm average time is 290 milliseconds. In case of modified mapping algorithm time decreases leading to improved performance in general.

Fig. 11. Service Profile of Mapping Algorithm

Fig. 13. Number of Concepts for WSDL2OWL-S and Modified Algorithm
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper performance evaluation of mapping algorithm from WSDL to OWL-S based on ontology search engine is presented. Complex type of WSDL must be converted to OWL ontology. The step of keywords extracted from temporary ontology created from conversion algorithm is the same as keywords extracted directly from WSDL complex type. This needs more time and programming effort spent in creating temporary OWL ontology in WSDL conversion to OWL ontology and keywords extraction from this temporary ontology. So this step can be modified, in the conversion of WSDL to OWL ontology, after extracting type and properties from complex type, these keywords passing to first phase in ontology search and standardization engine. Concept request and temporary ontology is replaced with this extracted type and its properties. Then, WordNet extends these keywords with its synonyms. Based on our modification, extracting elements of XSD complex types, to create a temporary ontology of this element and its properties not repeated anymore. The extracted keywords can be used directly. This will decrease a time for the proposed modification system of mapping and standardization approach. Mapping algorithm and modified algorithm are implemented in Java. Evaluation of proposed modification is done using 310 WSDL files which are included in OWLS-TC v3.0 and mapped using the proposed modified algorithm. Output results of both mapping algorithm and modified mapping algorithm are identical. Also both algorithms still uses minimum number of concepts compared as the related work. But the modified mapping algorithm has less execution time, which will have a good effect on the discovery process. Other formalisms of semantic web services such as WSMO, WSDL-S and SWF will be considered in future work.
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